In many data analyses, multiple tests of significance are performed. For example, many correlations in a large correlation matrix may be examined for significance or a number of other contrasts may be of interest. As the number of such tests of significance increases, there is an increasing likelihood that one of them will be declared significant even when the null hypothesis is true. More precisely, let PJ be the p value for they'th test of significance or contrast, j = 1,. . . , C. If the 7th contrast is declared significant when PJ < a, then even if all C null hypotheses of no effects are true, the probability that some contrast will be declared significant increases with C. A standard simple technique to guard against this danger is to apply Bonferroni's inequality and declare the jth contrast significant ifp/ < a/C (Harris, 1975; Morrison, 1976; Myers, 1979; Snedecor & Cochran, 1980) . This procedure can be shown to be conservative in the sense that under the null hypothesis, the probability that one or more contrasts will be declared significant is at most a. Note that the p value for the jth contrast, PJ, is essentially replaced by an "ensemble-adjusted p value," Cpj, and these ensemble-adjusted p values are compared with the fixed significance level for hypothesis testing (a). Since in many contexts it is more informative to report p values than the significant-nonsignificant dichotomy for some fixed a, we believe that the ensemble-adjusted Order of authors was determined alphabetically. Preparation of this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
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It is usually the case that we are more interested in some contrasts than in others. In such cases we can increase the power associated with contrasts of greater interest by setting larger a levels for contrasts of greater interest while maintaining our overall a level (Myers, 1979) . Of course all a levels must be fixed before looking at the data in order for the procedure to be valid. For example, we can assign a positive weight to each contrast in direct proportion to its a priori importance. Suppose we had four contrasts that we judged in importance to be represented by weights (Wj) of 10, 7, 2, and 1. The adjusted a level (otj) for each of these contrasts can be obtained by where a, is the adjusted a level for the jth contrast, a is the overall probability of Type I error, Wj is the weight reflecting the importance of the jth contrast, and Z W is the sum of the weights of all our C contrasts. Then, for the Wj of 10, 7, 2, and 1 and an overall a of .05, we find our four o,s to be . 
